
 

Arise Foundation 
169 Hammersmith Road 
London 
W6 8DB 
United Kingdom 

22 April 2021 

Dear Sir/ Madam,  

Arise nomination of Sr Jessy Maria BS for the WWSF Prize for Women’s Creativity in Rural Life: 
Biographical and background information 

We are grateful for this opportunity to nominate Sr Jessy Maria BS for the WWSF Prize for 
Women’s Creativity in Rural Life. An award that, though she would never say it herself, she 
emulates in every aspect of her personal and professional life. 

Sr Jessy Maria is 50 years old. For the last 30 years, since 1991, she has been working to 
improve the lives of rural people in Jharkhand, India. Her work is person-focused, environment-
conscious and led by her unwavering belief in human dignity.  

Childhood and education 

Jessy Maria was born in a small village in Mangalore, Karnataka, as the second of four children 
in a small-scale farming family. It was in these early years, on her 3km walks to and from school 
each day, that Jessy Maria came to love rural life and all its people. 

She joined the local wing of the Bethany Sisters at age 15, and went on to graduate with both 
a Bachelor and a Masters of Social Work at the School of Social Work in Roshni Nilaya, 
Mangalore. She has subsequently done her Masters in Psychology and PhD in Social Work at 
Mangalore University.  

Working Life 

Jessy Maria has dedicated her 30 years of working life to the most remote communities of rural 
Jharkhand, many inaccessible by car and disconnected from electricity and mobile reception. 
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Her approach has always embraced environmental sustainability, and the deep connection 
between people and nature.  

In Maluka, Jharkhand, Jessy Maria was distressed to observe deforestation, as locals chopped 
down tree after tree for the sale of firewood. She established a project called ‘Social Forestry’, 
wining support from the government forestry department. The project respected local 
communities’ reliance on the forest for income and survival, but sought to make that reliance 
sustainable. Through awareness-raising and skills development programmes,  with the support 
of community leaders, Social Forestry has led to the replacement of hundreds of trees and 
created an entire forest economy separate from firewood. From the healing forest floor, locals 
harvest the leaves used to make patravali (leaf plates) and local cigarettes, and flowers used to 
infuse alcohols. These are sold across India.  
  
Jessy Maria's three projects in Badibahal Sambalpur district on watershed management have 
been met with similar success. Rain water for irrigation is now collected effectively through a 
pond system, protecting ground water levels and precious river water. Locals have recently 
derived their second crop through this sustainable irrigation system. 

Damruhat Project against human trafficking of rural people 

For the last six years, Jessy Maria has coordinated the entire Eastern Province’s Social Work for 
the Bethany Congregation. In this time she has planned, established and managed the 
Damruhat Project against human trafficking of rural people.  

In Damruhat, most of the population is illiterate and lives below the poverty line. Traffickers, 
posing as recruitment agents, used to operate freely in the area, trafficking young people to 
the cities where they are stripped of their rights and drawn into exploitative work.  
  
Jessy Maria realised that the cycle of exploitation would not end without prevention - the 
prevention of human trafficking from taking place, rather than being limited to dealing with its 
harrowing consequences. She decided to create a network of people across the region, who 
were aware of human trafficking and invested in preventing it. Her initial focus was women, 
who she thought could go on to inform their families. She organised local women into 
community-based organisations, but soon realised that broader buy-in was needed. 

Jessy Maria and her team of sisters and “animators” moved between villages with banners and 
street plays, to create awareness about the dark reality of human trafficking in an area 
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otherwise drowned in sunlight or September’s monsoon. They continue to use this method to 
raise awareness about trafficking, the environment, COVID-19 and other important issues. 

In the last 6 years, Jessy Maria and her team have established schools, credit unions, self-help 
groups and skills-training programs in the 112 villages of Damruhat, with the help of hundreds 
of volunteers. Together with local authorities, they have circulated tens of thousands of 
surveys and collected a wealth of research on the local population. From this, an entire 
identification system has been created to curb human trafficking.  

In the early days of the project, Jessy Maria took on the dangerous task of confronting and 
questioning recruitment agents and traffickers entering Damruhat herself. Now, community 
leaders monitor all agents entering Damruhat from the cities. Meanwhile, young people, now 
aware of the risks, acquire approval letters from their community leaders before following job 
offers to the city. Once departed, they receive routine “check in” calls to ensure their health 
and safety. 

Thanks to this project, there is safe and informed migration to the cities, and in the last 2 
years, young migrants from Damruhat have stopped going missing. Simultaneously, skills 
training and income generation programmes (agricultural training, tailoring courses, credit 
unions, registration for government schemes etc.) have allowed the people of Damruhat to 
earn their livelihoods locally. Alcoholism and school dropouts have declined, and Damruhat is a 
shining example of what one visionary woman can do to improve rural life.  

We hope you will be persuaded by our profound belief in Sr Jessy Maria, who has not been 
nominated for or received an award before. 
 
With thanks and best wishes,  

Tove van Lennep  
Manager of Frontline Advocacy | Arise 
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